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helmet this thing from the cold weapon era is the household will bring the equipment, evolved to today, for the city bike family is a
commuter security. The weather is getting warmer, love bicycle travel is not ready for you on the street and the wild? The helmet is too
heavy, boring, ugly...... These reasons may be the reason why you chose to commute. But today we just want you to give you strength
and rivalry, wears a helmet riding reason! don't look at him laughing...... This is art...... True to this step can laugh only God he
elderly...... head care? Good-looking is the most important! the United States Nutcasetattoo, smoke makeup, and a slightly more
rebellious smile, perhaps you will see these posters above you will think that is a rock band is the art of shooting it? The helmet ad
can in fact this is from the United States bicycle around shooting label Nutcase! if one thing to do is to achieve the ultimate is a kind
of art, then Nutcase introduced by each of the helmets and the art may have a little bit of contact. As from the world loves the United
Nation out of the local brands, Nutcase always liked pondering Street brand specializes in branded products. Each season and
some artists launched series also let the brand life outside is strong! in the Nutcase single product definition, in line with the concept
of urban commuting and urban movement is its always adhere to. For drawing, spraying is its most famous play in the helmet. These
helmets painting generally and bicycle, whether it is painting graffiti or membership drawn by computers, make equipment of this
helmet looks "silly" utterly charming! this helmet from the Nutecase artist co branded series. The classic paintings and extreme sports
photography puzzle, is not quite a sense of street art? This is the very practical sense of pop art! Silhouette of the pattern and the
combination of old posters, retro pretty stylish ~come back to see this hand painted graffiti! In the heart of a friend like street culture
and art such a helmet is a rare treasure, right? Add a lot of eye in the hand drawn with a strong cycle of the atmosphere of the draw
also make this helmet has a kind of hidden charm! < p > in addition to each season will bring for you to look at the dazzling helmet art,
Nutcase also particularly keen to pick up after yourself street art... In a group of members of last year team ran cycling the holy city of
Copenhagen had a street art show. what do you think of the street art that they have come up with? Nutcase...... Hard, helmet or take
it......
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